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ABSTRACT 

One of the basic problem in CathLab is the monitoring of ionizing radiation, 
calculations of doses for workers and finally to build a system to prevent workers from X-ray 
radiation. To measure doses from X-rays a passive method with thermoluminescent 
dosemeters (TLD) were applied. 
Experimental part was based on creating 3D grid of TL environmental dosemeters with 2 high 
sensitive TL detectors based on MCP-N (LiF:Mg,Cu,P). Dosemeters 
were placed evenly (as far as staffs work conditions allowed such positioning) in operating 
room and a control room. Grid of about 100 dosemeters was designed to measure X-ray dose 
distribution present during interventional cardiology procedures. That part of the project was 
especially important for hospital's employee, because it has brought an information about most 
radiative dangerous areas of each room. 
Patient dosimetry measurements have been also made using TLD method just during the 
interventional cardiology procedures. Every patient got a few dosemeters for different parts of 
body. Experimental part consists of measurements of absorbed dose equivalent, mean 
dose rate of absorbed dose equivalent, and mean dose of effective dose per each body 
part. That last measurements were accomplished by placing TLD's near patient's head, chest 
and gonads. 
Personal dosimetry for employees has been made using TLD's during hemodynamics 
procedures. Every employee (medical doctors, nurses, technicians and charwoman) has 
received few dosemeters also based on high sensitive MCP-N detectors. The main dosimetry 
was done for whole body covered by led gown and additionally for unprotected parts: (hands, 
arm, eyes and protected by gown: chest, gonads). 
For individual dosimetry Hp(10) in mSv was calculated, while using environmental dosemeters 
KERMA in air in mGy. 
This work will present results obtained from ca. 100 environmental placed in CathLab room. 
Additionally personal doses for whole body and for parts of workers and patients will be 
shown. 


